Extracting spatiotemporal commuting patterns from public transit data
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A B S T R A C T

Public transit networks in cities are crucial in addressing the transforming mobility needs of citizens for work, services and leisure. The rapid changes in urban demographics pose several challenges for the efficient management of transit services. To forecast transit demand, planners often resort to sociological investigations, modelling or population data that are either difficult to obtain, inaccurate or outdated. How can we then estimate the variable demand for mobility? We propose a simple method to identify the spatiotemporal demand for public transit in a city. Using a Gaussian mixture model, we decompose empirical ridership data into a set of temporal demand profiles representative of ridership over any given day. A case of 4.6 million daily transit traces of the primary mode of underground services from the Greater London region reveals distinct commuting profiles. We find that a weighted mixture of these profiles can generate any station traffic remarkably well, uncovering spatially concentrated clusters of mobility needs. Our results also suggest that heavily used stations that exhibit mixed-use commuting patterns are generally located in the cluster of the central business district and stations away from the centre of the city are largely single use residential areas. Overall, identifying mixed temporal and spatial use of stations diverging from macro mobility patterns in public transit indicates that our approach may be useful in a detailed understanding of integrated transit planning for heterogeneous needs of travellers.

1. Introduction

Public Transit (PT) networks play a significant role in serving citizens’ business, industrial, social, cultural, educational and recreational needs. Development around transit stations promotes mixed-use of urban areas by encouraging people to live near clusters of amenities and services, built around transit stations. Such development enhances accessibility of the city for a wider group of citizens and improves pedestrian access. Reduction in pollution and congestion is achieved by discouraging reliance on private vehicles. Commuting patterns show diversity and relate closely with land-use. Even though much scholarly work has revealed the complexity of commuting behaviour in public transit, there is a gap in our understanding of how diversity in our mobility needs relate to land-use. Moreover, decision makers often end up underestimating varying transit demand for substantial infrastructure investments.

Flyvbjerg et al. (2005) and often such projects threaten to create segregated or sprawling urban areas. To address the complex demand for mobility, it is important to identify the variability in commuting needs that change with space and time (De Domenico et al. 2014). Due to the changing transit needs and developments in urban land-use, the planning and management of transit services pose a huge challenge in addressing complex and competing priorities of urban demand. There are at least three main approaches to analysing demand for PT. First, scholars use census-based population statistics and usage estimates from transit authorities to analyse transportation demand. While such methods were quite prevalent among transportation planners before Teodorović and Janić (2017), the changes in urban fabric have made derived estimates less reliable. Second, researchers emphasise qualitative methods to estimate transport demand, involving direct observation of urban populations. Finally, due to the costs associated with surveys, these methods analyse transport analysis zones where activities are aggregated by zones that are classified as origins or destinations and are often only classified as residential or work places. Third, there are studies that focus on revealing
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macroscopic urban structures Anas et al. (1998); Barthélemy (2011); Burgess (2008) by measuring aggregated Origin-Destination (OD) trajectories of people using mobile phone Calabrese et al. (2011); Louail et al. (2015, 2014); Noulas et al. (2013) and social media data McNeill et al. (2017). While there is evidence that urban mobility patterns are reproducible using aggregated statistics of populations derived from mobile data González et al. (2008), this data usually only accounts for a subset of the entire population. Approximately 95% of the population is missing from such an analysis: people who may not be able to afford mobile services or provide their data Louail et al. (2015).

What is more, recent work suggests methods based on incomplete statistical data underestimate important trips, especially in larger cities Chico et al. (2019). In addition, data from 210 transport projects across 14 nations show that forecasts for demand are often inaccurate Flyvbjerg et al. (2005) leading to substantial financial and economic risks. The general framework of estimating transit demand aims to identify universal demand without going into the heterogeneity of travel behaviours.

Over the past decade, digital services like Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) through the use of smart cards have been introduced into transit networks worldwide. There is important literature on flow estimation that extracts detailed and complete OD trajectories Long and Thill (2015); Park et al. (2008); Roth et al. (2011); Zhong et al. (2014) from AFC data. Using high resolution data that is more granular, these studies provide aggregated instances of mobility flows between large hotspots in a city, mainly focusing on recovering morphological characteristics of the urban structure Anas et al. (1998); Barthélemy (2011). Several scholars have also designed new methods of studying smart card data that generate a lot of knowledge in multiple transportation domains Pelletier et al. (2011) and shown its usefulness in demand forecasting Briand et al. (2017). Though such studies reveal complex characteristics of typical commuting behaviours, we do not yet understand the heterogeneity in complex commuting patterns and their relationship with space or the transit network, where citizens' needs are beyond regular work-home commutes Coder (2016), and differs by use in the network context Jun et al. (2015).

We propose a method to understand the varying commuting patterns in public transportation in space and time using anonymous, privacy-preserving, granular and open-source entry-only ridership data. Our case uses the data of ≈ 4.6 million daily commutes in the Transport for London (TfL) services in the Greater London Underground network. We find that the daily traffic through this PT network is a mixture of six demand profiles. Using the weights of these profiles, our model is able to reproduce individual network station traffic throughout the day and cluster stations into six categories. Upon mapping these categories, we find how these profiles can identify the spatial distribution of varying mobility demand for the PT infrastructure. We discuss how the temporal nature of complex urban demand reveals the spatial structure of the city consisting of central Murphy (2017), polycentric Louf et al. (2013); Roth et al. (2011) and concentric Burgess (2008); Hoyt (1939) zones of development. We expect our method could also be useful for granular transportation demand analysis of PT infrastructures in any region in the world where transport planners can strengthen efforts in evaluating variable use of urban spaces.

2. Related work

Comprehensive data about the travel patterns of passengers supports the strategic, tactical and operational management of transport services throughout cities. Much of this work can be accomplished using general mathematical models of urban mobility González et al. (2008). Traditionally, and in the absence of plentiful digitised evidence of travel demand, planners created origin-destination matrices. Demand may be estimated by direct observation, or through travel surveys - this is expensive and time-consuming Munizaga and Palma (2012). Increasingly however, cities are implementing smart card systems, thereby enabling comprehensive capture of travel patterns by individuals, by hour and weekday, and by station Pelletier et al. (2011). Usage patterns of stations are affected by the network of stations, as well as by the surrounding catchment of the station. The following review examines theory and prior work. The first section concerns networks and their catchments, the second concerns urban populations and land usage, and the third section concerns the diversity of temporal patterns evidenced by urban travellers.

Travel Patterns by Network and Catchment. The surrounding catchment of urban population is a significant determinant of subway station ridership, with declining demand for station usage as the station is located more distantly from the central business district Jun et al. (2015). This declining gradient of demand is caused by lower population and lower population densities through the periphery of the city Cervero and Kockelman (1997). Previous studies have also demonstrated an association between ridership and the available employment opportunities, which also decline at the periphery of the city Thompson et al. (2012). The most typical means of forecasting demand using catchment characteristics is by means of an ordinary least squares regression analysis, using a variety of different land use features, and a fixed but feasible walking catchment area to the station Guerra et al. (2012); Jun et al. (2015).

Previous work clusters subways by their similarity of passenger type, or by their similarity of temporal usage. Kim et al. Kim et al. (2017) cluster stations by usage patterns, revealing predominant demographic predictors of usage. El Mahris et al. Mahrisi et al. (2017) cluster subways in the city of Rennes, where station similarity is judged by temporal patterns of station usage. Eleven clusters are identified, of which many indicate heavy usage during rush hour peaks. Other clusters are active throughout the day, and are located in the centre of Rennes. Other clusters show important activity during the weekend, perhaps indicating leisure and sporting activity. In contrast, other clusters are inactive during weekend, perhaps indicating business districts lacking other features of interest. Another predictor of subway traffic is the extended networked context of the subway and its respective rail lines Jun et al. (2015). For some passengers a rail station may be neither an origin or a destination, but a stopover on an extended journey through the city. The travel may entail exiting the station, for instance to engage in other modes of travel. Or the passenger may be switching lines, since a direct route to their final destination is not available. The networked context of subway rail operations emerges naturally from efforts to plan or schedule more efficient or more equitable terms of service Shang et al. (2018). Some stations within the network may have a primary role as mobility hubs, and may therefore witness unusual traffic volumes, or daily profiles of use Sohn and Shim (2010). In truth, and as will be discussed later in this review, the most effective clustering procedures are generative and multi-levelled, reliant on multiple attributes of passenger, trip, time and station.

Travel Patterns by Population and Land Use. The understanding of the spatial variation of subway demand within the city requires a deeper understanding of population and employment patterns throughout the city. A highly generalisable model of urban land competition is available in the literature based on economic competition over competing uses of the scarce urban quantity of land Alonso (1964). In the most basic form of this model employers crowd into the central business district of the city, where they mutually benefit from a range of amenities, including business services, exchange of know-how, and a pool of available workers Quigley (1998). Employees make trade-offs between the costs of property, the time spent on travel, and the availability of land, resulting in expensive and high-density inhabitation at the core of the city. As with any such stylised model, there are notable empirical departures from the ideal. Specifically, the formation of multiple peripheral hubs results in multiple hubs of activity manifesting as the polycentric city Anas et al. (1998). Descriptive models such as these have been invaluable in establishing demand patterns based on popu-
lation, employment and location, and have been useful in establishing the functional properties of specific districts in light of their patterns of transport.

A variety of transport and mobility sources are being used to discover the dynamic attributes of urban districts and their access and usage [Terroso-Sáenz et al. (2021)]. The functional uses of urban districts are reflected by the volume and modality of incoming and outgoing traffic to the district. Previous work has used data and traces from taxi trips, bike trips, subways and truck travel as sources for land use discovery [Gan et al. (2020); Terroso-Sáenz et al. (2021); Zhai et al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2018)]. Other work characterises origin-destination as a complex, weighted network, revealing common dynamical patterns of functional land use [Saberi et al. (2017)]. The use of mobility data provides a valuable dynamic component to understanding functional land use given the fact that the traditional sources of data such as satellite imagery or administrative statistics is primarily static in character.

**Travel Patterns and the Dynamics of Individual Mobility.** One of the complexities of clustering smart card data stems from the heterogeneity of potential passenger types. Previous work clusters passengers according to similarities in smart card usage. Any specific passenger is likely a mixture drawn from multiple ideal passenger types. The resultant clusters demonstrate stability over time, as well as distinct patterns of fare and card usage. This demonstrates the validity of the clustering, and the resultant effectiveness of the classification. While the initial work focuses on smart-card data from the public transport system of Rennes Metropole, related later work applies similar models to smart card data from the city of Gatineau, Canada [Briand et al. (2015, 2017)].

Another complexity of temporal clustering is analysing the continuously varying patterns of transport usage, seen across the day and across the week. There are distinct temporal characteristics of traffic, reflecting multiple and inter-connected rhythms, repeating once and twice daily, and over weekly and yearly duration. Despite commonalities across such traffic patterns, there remains considerable heterogeneity across passenger types regarding their station access and subway usage. Recent work analyses the Nanjing subway system, finding seven distinct temporal patterns. These patterns correlate significantly with local patterns of land usage [Gan et al. (2020)]. Other work identifies temporal patterns of metro usage in Shanghai and Shenzhen [Duan et al. (2018)]. Work on the Shenzhen subway system demonstrates the relevance of geographical variables and land use in establishing the dynamics of ridership in stations [He et al. (2020)]. Another relevant paper examined daily and yearly fluctuations in public transport in the city of Riga [Pavlyuk et al. (2020)].

Simultaneous clustering of passenger and time profiles can be performed using two-level generative models, where the first level assigns passengers to usage types and the second level assigns types to various time-dependent travel profiles [Briand et al. (2015, 2017)]. Other multi-level models are possible including models of population aggregates rather than individuals, and models clustering stations using surrounding land as covariates.

**Opportunities for New Work.** A comprehensive analysis of subway traffic, coupled with administrative statistics about population, density, rail use and land use can assist both public transport planners as well as land use planners. While there is certainly a diurnal rhythm of work and home-life, there are more complex patterns of transportation activity in the city, created by multiple functional uses of urban districts, including polycenters, multi-modal transport hubs, shopping, entertainment, and tourism. Understanding of this urban land use context can help manage the strategic positioning of subway stations within the city, as well as the day to day scheduling or operations of stations. A research gap remains in understanding the joint dynamics of population-level ridership given local land use and available subway connectivity.

The contribution of this paper is to enable an improved understanding of the context and use of metropolitan subway, metro or underground stations. This is accomplished by clustering user trajectories over the work week, and establishing a characteristic mixture of user classes by station. These mixtures are further positioned within the network context of surrounding stations, and grounded in the attraction basins for city regions proximal to the station. The results demonstrate a complex profile based on the spatial network context as well as a population profile of temporal use of stations.

### 3. Data and methods

#### 3.1. Transport data

We use the London Underground Passenger Count dataset as a proxy for ridership, which is provided freely by TfL London (2018). This data was collected using AFC systems through the Oyster smart card setup in Greater London, UK. Enabled by AFC, travellers in the system are required to check-in and check-out when entering the station or departing it, respectively. It is important to note that the passenger count dataset used in this study does not have passenger trajectories following individual riders on their journeys. Instead, we only use counts of passengers checking in and out at every station in the network. The dataset describes the average number of entrances and exits to and from each station in the Underground Network, represented as a discrete time series spanning 24 hours. The time series is aggregated at 15-minute intervals, resulting in 96 data points per station for a total of 264 stations. We remove instances of erroneous or zero counts for every station between the times of 02 : 00am and 05 : 00am where the PT network is not in function. This data represents an average of all days in the month of November 2017, separated into weekdays and weekends. We carry out our analysis only on the weekday data. The data description provided by TfL claims that November 2017 illustrates a typical sample of winter travelling behaviour in the year and has been adjusted for any disruptions in the Underground service (such as related to weather, malfunctions and accidents or large community events). For details on potential sources of error in the ridership data, see Supplementary Note 4.

**Beyond traditional transportation patterns.** We use ≈ 4.6 million geolocated entrance observations of daily TfL passengers. To understand overall system ridership behaviour in PT we analyse the passenger entrance counts, $P_i(t)$, entering a station $i$ at time interval $t$ ($$∈ 1, 2, \ldots, m$$) where each interval is a 15-minute observation window in which the data is collected with $m = 96$ intervals per day. The variable $P_i$ is a proxy for the ridership behaviour, an indication of the usage of every station at different times in a day.

Fig. 1a represents the average ridership for the PT system across all stations in the network throughout the day with the quantile interval showing variations across all stations in the city (see Supplementary Figure 1 for an overview of the entire system traffic). As it is evident from Fig. 1b, aggregate station ridership is symmetric: data from a day shows excellent correlation between the total number of entrances and exits for every station. To understand how station traffic is related to population statistics, we visualise the relationship between the number of total station entrances on a given weekday, $∑_i P_i(t)$, and the working adult population of every zone associated with the station (see Supplementary Note 1 for details on estimating population sizes for station zones). Fig. 1c illustrates a very weak relationship between the number of people residing in a zone and the entrances at the corresponding station. The weak correlation suggests population statistics are not a good proxy for identifying commuting patterns. If people are not using the station closest to them, that may be due to some stations not fulfilling the potential for accessing opportunities in a city. Even though aggregate counts of entrances and exits are matched well (Fig. 1b), an indication of the complexity of urban mobility can be witnessed in asymmetric correlations between trips made in opposite directions illustrating the increasing use of stations for other activities than work and residential (see Supplementary Note 2 for details). Considering this evidence, census-based population surveys are not accurate enough for understanding commuting patterns [Batty (1976)] and are often found to underestimate importance of regular home-work trips [Chico et al. (2019)]. Thus, to further understand the complexities of varying ridership behaviour in PT...
Fig. 1. Describing the TFL data of station traffic over a representative day. (a). Average Passenger counts \( \bar{P}(t) \) for the PT system showing entrances for every 15-minute intervals. The confidence intervals show the quantile interval (10-90% of data) and the blue line is the average traffic for each cluster (b). Relationship between the total entry vs exit counts for every station in the system. (c). Relationship between population and ridership (entry counts) for Voronoi cells that are attributed to every station (see Supplementary Information for estimating population counts for station zones). The number of stations in this figure are less than the total number in the dataset because some stations are outside Greater London for which population estimates were not available. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

we focus on identifying more detailed and distinct commuting patterns in a day.

3.2. Methodology for analysis of commuting patterns

Transportation demand analysis helps transport planners in understanding the use of the system across space and time. A much more detailed understanding of the peak and off-peak hours of commuting patterns across the system in both space and time will help planners improve transport services for all groups of people, not just during peak hours. Our model formulation is based on a three-step approach using a generative model that describes the temporal commuting patterns of the public transit system. First, using smart card data specifying entries of passengers in the transit system, we identify the general profiles of commuting patterns over an average weekday. Second, using the specific parameters for each of the general commuting patterns, we reconstruct individual station traffic to understand how each station traffic relates to the overall system traffic. This allows us to estimate both in-sample and out-of-sample traffic at individual stations. Third, we cluster the stations based on their generated traffic data to understand the location and use of specific archetypes of stations in space. This methodology aids us in understanding the commuting patterns, and thus demand for public transit, in both time and space through a generative model representation.

Identifying Transport Commuting Patterns. To identify the composition of general profiles of commuting patterns in the ridership data, we formulate a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). GMMs are formed so subpopulations can be automatically learned from a large dataset without annotating any data points in advance with user-defined labels. A formulation of this type constitutes a class of unsupervised learning algorithms and allows us to not define specific kinds of commuting patterns beforehand. The foundation of these models is built upon a mixture of several normal distributions. In the case of a passenger count dataset of a public transit system, the underlying distribution of the overall traffic at a station per day follows the sum of multiple scaled normal distributions (Fig. 2) with their means at different times representing local peaks of different commuting patterns. Translating this mixture onto a standard GMM means that each distribution learned by the model represents one specific commuting pattern. It is useful to observe that a data point in any one normal distribution does not necessarily classify a person entering a station as belonging to a specific commuting pattern. A GMM is probabilistic in nature that associates to each data point a likelihood of belonging to a specific normal distribution (a specific type of commuting pattern).

A GMM is characterised by three parameters: individual mixture weights \( \phi_k \), mixture means \( \mu_k \) and variances \( \sigma_k \) for all mixtures \( C_k \). Because of the discrete nature of the ridership data, a GMM is a natural choice for representing temporal commuting patterns of passengers in a transit system and helps in estimating the mean and variance around each of the typical commuting patterns Briand et al. (2015). For the case of TFL data, every passenger checking into the system leaves a smart-card trace behind. Let’s name this observation \( x \). Every observation \( x \) thus represents the smart-card log of the trip’s time rounded to every 15 min interval within an hour and has a likelihood of belonging to a particular type of commuting pattern in a day (for instance, morning or evening traffic).

Fig. 1 suggests that there are substantial peaks in the overall traffic in the system outside of the regular home-work commute as well. Selecting more than 2 gaussians provides a clearer representation of this off-peak behaviour. To identify the most suitable value of \( k \) and calibrate our model, we vary the number of gaussian mixtures describing commuting patterns between \( k = 5 \) to \( k = 7 \) (see Supplementary Figure 6 for effects of variations in \( k \)). We use a set of 4 measures to guide us with our selection criterion (Akaike Information Criterion, Bayesian Information Criterion, Calinski-Harabasz and Davies-Bouldin Steinley and Brusco (2011)). Using the information criteria suggested above, we find that using anywhere between 4–7 gaussians will represent the data well and minimise information losses (see Supplementary Figure 7 for the information criterion). The higher the value of \( k \), the longer will be the computational efforts required to find a stable solution. Seeing that there are different commuter profiles within the Greater London region (work, home nighttime workers, tourism, etc.) London (2018), it is also important to contextualise the computational time a model takes within
the broader suitability to a particular set of behaviours seen in a transit system. Hence we selected $k = 6$.

Given our input data in the form of a discrete time-series and the number of mixtures we specify, the formulated GMM first estimates a-posteriori the unknown parameters $(\phi_k, \mu_k, \sigma_k)$ using an expectation-maximisation algorithm Dempster et al. (1977). The probability distribution of the data points $x$ in a GMM is given by,

$$p(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \phi_k \mathcal{N}(x | \mu_k, \sigma_k),$$

(1)

$$\mathcal{N}(x | \mu_k, \sigma_k) = \frac{1}{\sigma_k \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(x - \mu_k)^2}{2\sigma_k^2}\right)$$

and

(2)

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} \phi_k = 1.$$  

(3)

Eq. 3 shows that each mixture $C_k$ is weighted such that the total probability distribution normalises to 1.

**Generation of individual station traffic.** To generate individual station traffic, we need to first have the estimates of the parameters of the GMM. As described in the previous section, Ref. Dempster et al. (1977) defines the expectation-maximisation algorithm used for converging to reasonable values of $\phi_k, \mu_k, \sigma_k$. The process of estimating the densities at every station involves two steps. First, we sample the Gaussian component according to the distribution of mixing profiles defined by $p(C_0) = \phi_0$. Second, we sample each data point belonging to the station from the distribution of mixture component $C_k$ using $p(x | C_k) = \mathcal{N}(x | \mu_k, \sigma_k)$. Though we estimate densities at each station for observations that belong to the dataset, traffic for a new station that records out-of-sample observations could also be estimated using the parameters for our formulation (as traffic at a new station may not change the overall system commuting patterns significantly, especially in big cities like Greater London, the UK).

**Clustering stations.** As the discrete time series data of passenger counts is aggregated by 15-minute intervals, we implicitly map the generated station traffic into a matrix where each row can be interpreted as station traffic over different times in a day. $P(t_i)$ is the measure of use of station $i$ at time-step $t_i$ (Table 1). To curb the skewing effects of larger stations that also witness incoming and outgoing traffic and from other cities, we normalise the passenger counts such that $\sum P(t_i) = \text{V} \text{ stations } i$. Columns showing traffic over all stations at every time-step $t_i$ have long-tail distributions and each station traffic vector $[t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_n]$ is a multi-modal (not related to modes of transportation) distribution (Fig. 1a). Given this description, we formulate a multivariate GMM for clustering stations into six characteristic station types. To arrive at the conclusion of using six station clusters, we use a set of 3 measures to guide us with our selection criterion (Silhouette Score, Calinski-Harabasz and Davies-Bouldin Steinley and Brussels (2011)). Supplementary Figure 8 illustrates that the ratio of variance starts to degrade beyond 8 clusters. Since our goal is to focus on the significant differences in commuting behaviours and not on the absolute number of station types, we choose the value of 6 such that our models also converge faster.

To model the multivariate GMM case, we use the formulation,

$$p(\bar{x}) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \phi_k \mathcal{N}(\bar{x} | \mu_k, \Sigma_k),$$

(4)

$$\mathcal{N}(\bar{x} | \mu_k, \Sigma_k) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^n \det \Sigma_k}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} (\bar{x} - \mu_k)(\Sigma_k)^{-1}(\bar{x} - \mu_k)^T\right),$$

(5)

where Eq. 5 is the probability density function of the multivariate normal distribution, $\mu_k$ represents the means and $\Sigma_k$ the covariance matrices Eirola and Lendasse (2013).

To cluster station traffic that follow similar trends over a day, we utilise the expectation step of the expectation-maximisation algorithm Dempster et al. (1977) which forms the basis of a GMM. Using the estimated model parameters for the multivariate distributions, we find the likelihood that a station traffic pattern ($\bar{x}$) belongs to a mixture $C_k$ by calculating,

$$p(C_k | \bar{x}) = \frac{\phi_k \mathcal{N}(\bar{x} | \mu_k, \Sigma_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \phi_k \mathcal{N}(\bar{x} | \mu_k, \Sigma_k)}.$$  

(6)

**4. Results and discussion**

**Multiple temporal commuting patterns.** The time series of entrances at stations represents an aggregation of many different commuting patterns. Understanding the distribution of these patterns can be very useful in inferring demand for public transit. To identify and interpret the different temporal commuting patterns within the PT system, we formulate a simple univariate GMM (see the Data and Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>$t_1$</th>
<th>$t_2$</th>
<th>$t_3$</th>
<th>$t_4$</th>
<th>$t_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$P_{t_i}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
section for details) modelling the time series of $\sum \mathbb{P}(t)$. The model represents the different commuting patterns as gaussian distributions with varying mean ($\mu$), variance ($\sigma$) and mixture weights ($\phi$) for each commuting pattern $C_k$. We identify six commuting patterns that all represent the characteristic patterns of mobility in the system (see Supplementary Figure 6 for variation in the number of commuting patterns in a day). Each Gaussian distribution in Fig. 2 illustrates one typical commuting pattern, see Supplementary Table 1 for details of the parameters ($\mu$, $\sigma$ and $\phi$).

In addition to the measurements of goodness of clustering (see Supplementary Information for details) between different number of $k$ values, we also qualitatively analysed the profiles of commuting trips in the Greater London region London (2018); Smith and Hall (2013). Our interpretation is the following,

1. Work (W): Morning trips for work and education;
2. Early Afternoon (LM): Flexible workers, tourists, shoppers and miscellaneous activities;
3. Afternoon (A): School and lunchtime traffic, flexible workers, tourists, and shoppers;
4. Residential (R): Evening trips returning from work;
5. Evening (E): Late night workers returning home and dinnertime traffic;

The typical commuting profiles mentioned above are generalisations of traffic but there is mixed usage throughout the day: tourists travel at all times and night workers come home in the morning as well. In this work, we do not categorise individual traces into any types.

**Clustering stations by temporal commuting patterns.** The commuting patterns we identify using the GMM are expressed using three parameters, a mixture component weight, mean and variance. Using this set of values we reconstruct traffic at every station as a linear combination of different types of generalised commuting profiles and classifying the station based on the relative value of the weights and the three estimated parameters of the GMM. The estimated probability density reveals the subscription of each station to every mixture. Next, using a multivariate GMM (see the Methods section for details on generating station traffic and clustering), we identify six characteristic station types.

We analyse the different clusters of stations in Fig. 3. Each cluster has a particular multi-modal distribution of average daily traffic entering the station:

1. **Central Business District (CBD)** stations show a higher number of entrances in the evening compared to the rest of the day. People usually move to the district for using services and business all day and return home at night;
2. **Polycentre** stations witness similar amount of workbound traffic in the morning and residential traffic in the afternoon, and a high amount of activity throughout the day compared to other clusters. These are large secondary hubs Louail et al. (2015) that have mixed use for residences, workplaces and services;
3. **Potential feeder** stations that are in a zone of transition Hoyt (1939) with changing land-use from a compact and busy CBD to wider residential regions with self-sufficient services. A peak in workbound traffic and a declining residential traffic pattern suggests middle-class housing workers residing in this region possibly feed into the city for work;
4. **Inner residential** stations may be serving working-class groups but are further away from the CBD (see Supplementary Figure 11). These stations differ from the feeders because of a striking peak in the early morning traffic just before the workbound ridership peaks;
5. **Outer residential** stations have lesser evening traffic and are much further from the CBD compared to inner residential stations. The lower evening volumes point to the region's greater residential nature;
6. Finally, **commuter** stations have a mix of suburban or satellite traffic in the morning and residential traffic in the evening, pointing to some work locations in the vicinity as is expected from clusters of suburban areas.

Combining the temporal commuting patterns and station clusters, Fig. 4a reports two scenarios. In the first one (left frame), we show how station clusters show variations among typical (W and R), midday (LM and N) and nighttime (EN and LN) commuting patterns. Note that the CBD is skewing the distribution toward nighttime traffic, possibly because entertainment centres are located close to business districts. The plots also reveal that the PT system in London is used much less in the midday hours in comparison to the regular home-work traffic at other times of the day. The second scenario (Fig. 4a - right frame) shows a prevalence of work (W) and other (LM, N, EN and LN) commuting pro-
files than residential (R) in the CBD stations. It is possible that many residents in the CBD region have improved access to bus services and therefore do not use underground transit. Additionally, these residents may be affluent and own a car, live within walking / biking distance of their place of work or are older, non-working citizens. Also, there are more residential and typical stations in the city and these stations have less traffic than the business district. This finding is consistent with the “many-to-few” characterisation of a typical city Roth et al. (2011), where many residential areas feed a small number of polycentres and the CBD.

Visualising the station clusters in space in Fig. 4b, mapped onto the public transport system, reveals how the city is organised in concentric circles as argued and proposed by Burgess et al. Burgess (2008). The spatial distribution of clusters describes a complex urban structure wherein public transit links the CBD to outer residential spaces through distinct linkage patterns, revealing a monocentric structure with respect to the primary means of underground transportation. Primarily, the users enter the system from the periphery and advance to the CBD for work or other activities. This indicates that most residential areas are spread out at the outskirts of the city, while the stations close to work centres are clustered together in the CBD. The map thus reveals that there is a dense urban core that is the City of London, surrounded by a residential periphery. This is supported by measuring the average travelling distance between the stations, where we find that the stations in work districts are much closer together than ones in residential districts (see Supplementary Figure 10 for details). Our analysis confirms both concentric Burgess (2008) and polycentric nature Roth et al. (2011) of the city. Polycentres also include some National Rail connections, such as Waterloo, Brixton, and Stratford stations. Though some of these outliers appear as important polycentric hubs for the city (for example, Waterloo), the stations themselves may not have many residents in the vicinity using the system. They are important connections which collect residents coming from other cities via the national train network.

To understand the complex nature of urban flows we disentangled station usage into various clusters (Fig. 3). Next, we individually examine the correlations between ridership and the adult working population.
of each zone separated by station clusters (recall Fig. 1c for this discussion). Fig. 5 illustrates that there is a stronger correlation between the ridership at a station and the population within the station’s zone for outer-residential, inner-residential and polycentric clusters. This is intuitive: the number of people taking the train in the morning from a residential station is proportional to the number of people living within the proximity of that station where other activity is also minimal (see Supplementary Note 1 for a theoretical proposition on accessibility analysis). Polycentres by definition are secondary hubs that attract people owing to their business/services/residential mix. As expected, the relationship for other clusters, the CBD, mixed commuting and feeder stations, is weak and prone to outliers.

In addition to understanding the complex use of public transit in space and time, our method can reveal other nuanced details about areas in the city. For example, we observe White City Station as being commercial, which corresponds to the concentration of several large businesses, including the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) offices and the Westfield Mall, the largest mall in Europe. Since our method is normalised for traffic volume, it also reveals areas which, though relatively low in ridership, are heavily business-oriented. For example, there is a strong work-like ridership pattern in Canary Wharf Station, corresponding to the large financial district in the Isle of Dogs area. Thus, our modelling has the potential to analyse mixed-use stations which has implications for estimating demand and in improving services (see Supplementary Note 3 for a use case explanation).

5. Conclusions

Digitisation has enabled an unprecedented amount of anonymous and location-based transit ridership data that is both complete (representative of the entire population using the service) and easily tractable. Our method leverages such information to extract mobility demand profiles across a city over the course of the day. It is independent of trajectories of individuals, thus preserving their privacy. Upon clustering the station traffic generated using these demand profiles, we are able to extract significant information about urban structures of a city. We have applied this method to the Greater London region using a dataset consisting of ≈ 4.6 million transit traces. The empirical results show three key findings.

First, the aggregate usage of a public transit network can be decomposed into distinct temporal demand profiles that represent various clusters of daily ridership for work, services, leisure and other combinations of use (Ahás et al. 2010; Gordon et al. 1986; Lenormand 2015). Second, stations clustered by their traffic patterns suggest that there are concentric zones of development in Greater London, identifying polycentres, entertainment and tourist locations, residential and highly specialised business districts. Third, larger station show mixed-use demand and stations farther away from the centre of the city are likely to exhibit a prevalent residential ridership. While there is evidence of declining populations and traffic from the central business district (Tobler 1970), there are rhythms to human activity (Smith and Hall 2013) and matching the various demands will lead to efficient transport utilisation across the entire network.

Transportation demand analysis in large metropolitan areas is an important problem that is relevant for urban planning (Byrne 2003). Researchers either investigate detailed sociological data (Guíñez et al. 2011; Raudenbush and Sampson 1999; Taylor et al. 2009) or extract macroscopic urban structures (Calabrese et al. 2011; Louail et al. 2015, 2014; Noulas et al. 2013) as proxy for demand patterns. However, as transit needs evolve, intra-urban mobility structures (Anas et al. 1998; Barthélémy 2011; Burgess 2008) also transform. Incomplete data (Louail et al. 2015) from digital sources such as social media (McNeill et al. 2017) prove inaccurate for transportation demand analysis (Chico et al. 2019). Our empirical framework highlights an important finding that using digital ridership data we are able to extract a set of complete and accurate macroscopic demand profiles which are also determinants of macroscopic urban structures in cities.

Though the data reveals a lot of information about the temporal and spatial profiles of traffic in a city, there are certain limiting factors to consider for future research. The model does not achieve high accuracy for predicting traffic (see Supplementary Note 4 for details). Even
though our work does not focus on the accuracy of prediction, the data-driven method is able to highlight candidate station locations which suffer from poor ridership (both under and over represented), which in turn could be indicative of an unsatisfactory transport service that is a good case for improvement. Thus, the spatiotemporal geography we have presented is an important framework for assessing spatial use of a city with respect to its transportation infrastructure. Larger cities are increasingly interested in providing safe and secure travel options for nighttime workers and preserving or enhancing their nightlife as a cultural amenity and source of economic revenue. A report published by the Greater London Authority London (2018) notes that fully a third of London workers work evening and nights, and two-thirds are actively engaging in nighttime activities. In addition, citizens may have very different expectations about how their districts should be used across time Pinkster and Boterman (2017) and cities are acknowledging those needs London (2018). Our results indeed confirm multiple uses of space over time and highlight the very specific districts where different kinds of activities occur, or might be enhanced with appropriate intervention. Our work can be used as a methodology for analysing and repurposing transport data for studies of cohesion, safety and growth.

Without requiring detailed origin-destination trajectories, which has become a common tool in urban studies, important information about urban structures could very well prompt studies in the direction of sustainable transit-oriented development Papa and Bertolini (2015); Zhang et al. (2019) and their potential negative impacts on displacing communities Dawkins and Mocek (2016), promoting urbanisation Kasraian et al. (2019) and exacerbating sprawl Bertrand and Malpezzi (2003); Dieleman and Wegener (2004). Our quantitative analysis of transportation demand has the potential to initiate new developments in extracting precise micro-scale OD matrices useful for urban planning on a city level by studying distributions of amenities around generalised station clusters (see Supplementary Note 5 for details on a simple analysis of amenities’ distribution). Since our method is generative, given mixed use of space, new stations can be planned or old ones re-designed, to match traffic demand for new technology hubs, social housing neighbourhoods or secondary or tertiary centres of tourism. Our method can be straightforwardly expanded to other transit networks, including multi-modal systems, and can therefore become a critical tool for urban and transit planners.
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